
LEFT HANDED WRITING AIDS REVIEWS

HAND-WRITING IN FUN: Our pencil correction grip helps to correct posture, increase comfort and . Find answers in
product info, Q&As, reviews Let children quickly learn to grip pen to help preschool kids to master right pencil grasps
with.

Write-It-Left writing aids have no counterparts in the world. Thermoplastic Elastomer. We invited a friend's
left-handed daughter round to try out the Handi Writer as were not sure if it was just a gimmick. The skills are
acquired subconsciously. We spend many hours to create skill-trainers that can help our own children. A
fantastic gadget that tremendously improved my son's handwriting, even though he is right-handed! Our finger
grip makes a writing with a pencil or pen very easy and comfortable! It is a developmental teaching device for
children. Specifications: Traditional copy-books are not meant for teaching left-handed children to write
clearly. The writing claw has passed psychological and teaching expert evaluations and have international
quality certificates and patents. Mitchell - Suffolk To see all reviews, click the link in brackets below Thank
you also for the swift flexibility of service. Great invention! Speed the child learns to write quickly 3. We call
it his lucky charm. This left-hand pencil grip pencil holding trainer makes your child's fingers hold the pencil
or pen correctly without any effort while you are teaching him to draw and write. Our pen grip makes writing
very easy and comfortable! It has really helped and given him confidence as he can see the results himself.
Clarity the child learns to write clearly and beautifully 2. Write a review. Fits pens of standard thickness. I
teach many children with poor pencil grip and this is such a useful tool in my kit box because the children can
see how they are meant to hold the pencil by experiencing it. Recommended: for preschool writing over 3
years with a pencil and over years as a pen grip. A great little tool! Reviews 0 It is not a normal pencil grip.
This writing correction device makes your child's fingers hold the pencil pen correctly without any effort
while you are teaching him to draw and write. Both her and her mother were amazed by the difference it
made. So much so that his primary school teacher immediately bought more for other children in her class! I
now need a larger size for my left-handed husband! This is definitely not a gimmick - it works really well. D
Townsend. Because it is hand-painted, the paint may wear off over time. However, they do not control the
angle of the fingers and result in an improper holding of the writing instrument. I bought them one each and
we had instant improvement in grip and letter formation. My son will be 'well-impressed' when he receives his
turquoise cartridges with the matching pen to put them in. This is not pen or pencil grips but unique
skill-trainer for teaching lefties to write and correcting the incorrect writing technique of children and adults.
Our special writing aids skill-trainer allows lefties to develop beautiful handwriting. It's enough to show him
just once or twice how to use this kids trainer. Fatigue the hand does not tire when writing for a long time.
Great product - my 9 y. The first time she tried the Handi Writer, she immediately had a perfect writing
position - her writing was hugely improved and she felt a lot more comfortable and it would be very difficult
for her to smudge her work. Bought this for my daughter who was suffering from cramp in her hand when
writing as she wasn't holding the pencil comfortably. If you want to master easy, fast and beautiful
handwriting, you should learn how to hold a pencil or pen in the correct position. Our beginner pencil grip is
made of a gentler material developed by Swedish scientists: Thermoplastic Elastomer. There is no need for an
adult supervising the child, telling him how every finger should move, and controlling the angle between the
pencil or pen and the paper.


